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Dear Quilters,

Hands All Around Where Friendship Abounds

The pandemic has created a long and frustrating time for all of us. Just when we think things are about to
get back to normal, here comes the Delta Variant. We are all very anxious to get back to “in-person” meetings. We certainly miss our time together, seeing friends and enjoying sharing and learning about quilting.
The Executive Board has researched the facts about the spread of Delta Covid-19 and has met several
times in the last few months to work on the details of “how” we can make “in-person” meetings happen. Being such a large group presents many challenges for us. Our first priority is to bring everyone together
safely. We want to share those challenges with you so each member understands the situation.

How will we seat approximately 75+ people safely in our room which will be extra difficult considering we
have guild members who are not vaccinated and will not wear masks?
Our contract with the church REQUIRES us to follow CDC guidelines. It is not a choice.
We have many older members and many have underlying health issues making them particularly venerable
to catching the Delta Covid virus.
Currently, the CDC guidelines call for indoor mask wearing in areas where infection rates are putting people
at risk. We are in a high at risk area (https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#county-view) and everyone will need to wear a mask. Will all of our members comply? (We’re not sure they will and no one
wants to be the mask police.)
Will speakers be willing to come to an event at which everyone is not wearing mask and has not been vaccinated?

Based on the above challenges, we have decided to have Meetings by ZOOM beginning in September with a
Show-and-Tell of quilts completed during Covid. We know this is not the most fun approach to having a
meeting, but for now it is the safest solution for everyone. We will be able to share with each other and
help the guild move forward. We certainly hope that before January 2022 we will be able to re-assess and
move to in-person meetings in January 2022.
You will receive all the zoom details including sending pictures of your quilts in the September newsletter,
so please consider joining us. We miss you and look forward to seeing you in September on Zoom.
The Executive Board
Gretchen Cuthbert, Cheryl Johnson, Andrea Parks
Carol Kreson, Jo Ann Adams, Nancy Stowe

Cannon Cause for August: Personal items
Change of collection area.

Cannon Cause
items will be collected close to the main entrance
(on the traffic-light side) because the director of
the preschool thinks our being in our previous location interferes with parents dropping off/picking
children as well as hinders children returning from
the swimming pool
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